Most outstanding oral presentation presented by a participant who has registered as a researcher, intern or student

Best Presentation Award - 2
Awarded to the most outstanding presentation of the entire conference under oral talk category

Best Young Researcher Award - 2
Most outstanding oral presentation presented by a participant who has registered as a researcher, intern or student

Students Best Innovative Research Award - 1
Awarded to the most innovative research idea presenter under Young Researcher and Poster category

Best Poster Awards - 2
Award is dedicated to the poster presenters selected among all the posters in the session.
CRITERIA FOR AWARDS SELECTION

IN-PERSON & VIRTUAL

1. Content of the presentation
2. Clarity and flow of the Presentation
3. Novelty / ideas to the field
4. Design and Overall Visual Appeal
5. Verbal Interaction

For more details Email us at: info@plenareno.net